Structural relaxation by thermal treatments can dramatically alter the mechanical properties of metallic amorphous solids (metallic glasses), especially brittleness related to shear band nucleation. Using molecular dynamics simulations of shear deformation in two thermally processed metallic glass models, we investigate the morphology of the shear transformation avalanches, which is characterized by the power-law statistics. The two typical cases that are based on a less-relaxed (as-quenched) glass and a well-relaxed (well-aged) glass are investigated. During deformation, a shear-band like heterogeneous pattern is observed in the well-relaxed glass model, whereas the less-relaxed model exhibits homogeneous deformation patterns. By evaluating the spatial correlation functions of the non-affine least square displacements of atoms during each elemental avalanche event, we reveal that the shapes of avalanche regions in well-relaxed glasses tend to be anisotropic whereas those in less-relaxed glasses are isotropic. Further, we demonstrate that a temporal clustering of the direction of avalanche propagations and a considerable correlation between the anisotropy and size of an avalanche emerge in the well-relaxed glass model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even though metals usually form ordered (lattice) structures under moderate conditions, the various glass states can be realized by quenching the multicomponent metals from their liquid state; these types of metallic amorphous are called metallic glasses 1, 2 . Such materials have excellent material properties such as high-strength, corrosion resistance, and soft magnetic properties [1] [2] [3] [4] ; however, a high level of brittleness due to shear localization hinders their applicability as a structural material [4] [5] [6] [7] . Shear localization in metallic glasses is the concentration of shear deformation in a narrow region, which results in shear banding that can induce catastrophic failure. Thus, this localized deformation is a major concern for the brittle failure of metallic glasses.
Some experimental and numerical studies have reported that structural relaxation using specific thermal treatments determines whether the shear plastic deformation of the metallic glasses is localized or homogeneous [8] [9] [10] [11] . In particular, studies of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations indicated that well-relaxed glasses (well-aged glasses) using thermal structural relaxation exhibit shear banding by localized deformation whereas less-relaxed glasses (as-quenched glasses) exhibit homogeneous deformation 10, 11 . Thus, understanding the effect of structural relaxation by thermal treatments on the shear localization is expected to lead to improvement of the ductility of metallic glasses.
In the context of nonequilibrium physics, the avalanche behavior in plasticity (intermittent plasticity or avalanche plasticity) that is observed in various kinds of amorphous solids, such as glasses, granular materials, colloids, and metallic glasses has received considerable attention [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Avalanche plasticity is characterized by power-law behavior; the probability that an elemental plastic deformation (described in Section III), with an event size of s, occurs is proportional to an algebraic function P(s) ∝ s −α , where α is a constant. The avalanche plasticity in amorphous solids is caused by the chain-reaction developments of the local atomic rearrangements (also known as deformation of a shear transformation zone 19, 20 ) like an avalanche, whereas this is caused due to the collective motion of dislocations in crystalline solids [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Such behavior causes the spatiotemporal localization of the plastic deformation in solids. Hence, avalanche plasticity is expected to be closely related to the ductility of metallic glasses 16 . The influence of structural relaxation by annealing on the avalanche plasticity, in particular, the difference of the avalanche behaviors in between the localized deformation of well-relaxed glasses and homogeneous deformation of lessrelaxed glasses is still not well understood. Further, it is not known how avalanches in well-relaxed glasses result in shear banding or how structural relaxation influences the shape of the avalanche. One may expect that less-relaxed glasses would not exhibit avalanche behavior because the excess free volume within their atomic configurations should prevent avalanche formation. Elucidating the relationship between the localization and behavior of the avalanche plasticity is expected to contribute to the improvement of mechanical properties of metallic glasses; further, it is also expected to provide an understanding of the non-equilibrium critical behaviors of amorphous plasticity.
In this study, we investigate the influence of structural relaxation on avalanche plasticity and the contribution of the avalanche to shear localization via molecular dynamics simulations using well-relaxed and less-relaxed metallic glasses exhibiting localized and homogeneous deformations induced by specific thermal treatments. First, we confirm the localization and the avalanche statistics of plastic deformation in the two metallic glasses (Section III). Next, we analyze the avalanche shapes in the two metallic glasses, (Sec. IV and Sec. V), by extracting individual avalanche events from our simulations and calculating spatial correlation functions of the non-affine least square displacements. Finally, we discuss the evolution of the avalanche shape over time and the correlation of the shape with the magnitude of the deformation events (Sec. VI and Sec. VII).
II. NUMERICAL METHOD
In the present study, the atomic structure of a less-relaxed glass model with homogeneous deformations was prepared by quenching a copper-zirconium (Cu-Zr) binary alloy from the liquid state, while a well-relaxed glass model with localized deformations was achieved using specific thermal annealing of the homogeneous glass, as described below. For these two typical glass configurations, we performed MD simulations of shear deformation with constant temperature and strain rate.
We selected the Cu-Zr system to perform the present simulations because this alloy exhibits excellent glass formability 27 . To perform the MD simulations, we used the Lennard-Jones potential and parameters for the Cu-Zr mixtures that have been developed by Kobayashi et al. 28 . The atomic radii of Cu and Zr at this potential are approximately 2.7 and 3.3 Å, respectively 28 . The number of atoms in the simulations was 50000 with a 1 : 1 ratio of Cu and Zr atoms.
In order to obtain the atomic structure of the two different glasses, we applied a specific thermal loading by the following conditions that have been used in a previous study to generate either homogeneous or localized deformations 10 . First, the randomly packed configurations of the Cu-Zr atoms under the periodic boundary condition were heated to a temperature of 3000 K that is greater than the melting temperature; further, the molten configurations were equilibrated for 100 ps under the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble with zero normal stresses after performing equilibration for 100 ps at the same temperature under the canonical (NVT) ensemble. Quenching the equilibrated liquid to 0 K with a cooling rate 10 13 K/s resulted in the formation of a less-relaxed glass with homogeneous deformation since the structure did not undergo any structural relaxation by annealing. Henceforth, we refer to the glass as the as-quenched model.
The glass structure exhibiting localized deformation was obtained by including an additional thermal loading resulting in structural relaxation. After quenching the equilibrated liquid to 0 K with a relatively slow cooling rate of 10 12 K/s, we heated the quenched structure to 900 K (slightly higher than the glass transition temperature 10 T g = 898 K), then annealed it for 2 ns under the NPT ensemble. After annealing, we quenched the well-annealed configurations to 0 K with a rate 3 × 10 11 K/s. This thermal annealing gives structural relaxation to the glass structure. Henceforth, this well-relaxed glass configuration is referred to the well-aged model.
For these two typical glass configurations, we added simple shear deformation with an engineering strain rateγ = γ zx = 10 7 1/s for 100 ns under the NPT ensemble condition at 10 K using the Lee-Edwards periodic boundary condition and zero normal stresses using by the Parrinello-Rahman method 30 , where γ xy and γ yz were fixed at zero. The simulation cell for the periodic boundary condition had a cubic shape with 9.62 nm edges at the initial state. The above simulations were performed using LAMMPS 31 .
III. AVALANCHE STATISTICS OF AS-QUENCHED AND WELL-AGED GLASSES
In Figure 1 , time evolutions of shear stress σ xz obtained from our MD simulations for the as-quenched and well-aged models are depicted by red and blue lines, respectively. We smoothed the time series of σ xz using the Gaussian filter, averaging by the Gaussian weight with a standard deviation of 2 ps in order to remove thermal fluctuations from the original time series. The stress increased almost elastically untilγt = 0.05 (t = 5 ns), while some tiny stress drops occurred. Arounḋ γt ≃ 0.07, the well-aged model showed a significant overshoot and decreasing of shear stress than those of the as-quenched model. This yielding drop is a common feature of localized deformation of metallic glasses 10 . After the drop, both models showed serrated stress fluctuations consisting of numerous increases and sudden drops of the shear stress. While the increasing shear stress is caused by elastic deformation due to external shear deformation of the boundary condition of the system, the sudden stress drops are the result of plastic deformation events. This serrated behavior indicates the emergence of avalanche plasticity and is consistent with results obtained from the previous experimental and numerical studies of amorphous and crystalline solids 13, 16, 18, [32] [33] [34] . Snapshots of the as-quenched and well-aged models aṫ γt = 0.4 are insetted as Figs the extent of plastic deformation caused by local atomic rearrangements. Visualization of the snapshots and calculation of the displacements were performed using OVITO 35 . From the snapshots, it can be seen that shear localization occurred in the well-aged model, in contrast to homogeneous deformation in the as-quenched model. Atoms exhibiting plastic deformation localized in two band-like regions along the horizontal and vertical directions in the snapshot of the well-aged model [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The emergence of the vertical shear banding is due to conjugate shear strain caused by the applied simple shear deformation (a similar behavior of supercooled liquids has been discussed in Ref. 36 ). Our numerical results were consistent with those of a previous study which reproduces the heterogeneous and homogeneous plastic deformations induced by thermal annealing in metallic glasses 10 .
To verify whether our simulations accurately reproduced the avalanche plasticity, we calculated the statistical distributions of the stress drop ∆σ, duration T , and waiting time τ of each elemental plastic deformation event. The elemental plastic deformation event is defined as the plastic deformation that is caused during a monotonic decrease in the shear stress σ xz (t); the period of the n-th deformation event ranges from the start time, t (s) n (where the stress reaches the n-th local maximum) to the end time, t (e) n (where the stress reaches the local minimum just after the maximum), as depicted in Fig.1(c) . By the definition, the stress drop, duration, and waiting time of the n-th elemental deformation event are determined by
The statistical distributions of the stress drop, duration, and waiting time, P(∆σ), P(T ), and P(τ), are depicted in Figs. 2(a), (b), and (c), respectively. All the distributions are decayed algebraically in the range at least two orders of magnitude, i.e., the stress fluctuation by plastic deformation follows the power-law statistics. The exponents of the power-law distributions are observed to be qualitatively consistent with that of the previous studies 13, 15, 16 , although the values are de-
FIG . pendent on the averaging method that was used for the time series. This indicates that our simulations successfully reproduced the avalanche behavior of amorphous solids where each elemental plastic deformation corresponds to one avalanche of plastic deformation. Thus, we simply refer to elemental deformation events as elemental avalanche events or avalanche events.
By comparing the statistics of the as-quenched and wellaged models, we can see that both the distributions follow the same power-law distribution. However, there is a notable difference in the size distributions P(∆σ), where the maximum size of the stress drops in the well-aged model is approximately ten times larger than that observed in the as-quenched model [see Fig. 2(a) ]. Hence, the well-aged glasses have a potential to produce larger avalanches than the as-quenched glasses while plastic deformation of the well-aged model is limited to a narrow band region as depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
IV. EVALUATION OF THE AVALANCHE GEOMETRY
To clarify the spatial features of the avalanche plasticity in the as-quenched and well-aged glasses, we investigate the geometry of the elemental deformation events by evaluating the spatial correlation function of the non-affine least square displacements. The non-affine least square displacements for the n-th avalanche event were calculated using the displacements of atoms at t It can be observed that atoms contributing to plastic defor-mation tend to localize in space. As observed in Fig. 3(a) , the participating atoms clump spherically when a small avalanche with a very small stress drop (∆σ = 0.817 × 10
−3
GPa) occurs in the as-quenched model. This clumping shape indicates that the avalanche of atomistic rearrangements in the event developed in an isotropic manner. In a larger deformation event that is observed in the as-quenched model [ Fig. 3(b) ], the avalanche shape is no longer spherical, and does not show any discernible direction. Thus, it can be considered that this massive avalanche is also isotropic; this will be quantitatively verified later. In contrast with the as-quenched model, participating atoms in a large deformation event in the well-aged model clearly gather around a band-like region along the zaxis [ Fig. 3(c) ], i.e., the avalanche developed in an anisotropic behavior. It should be noted that the highly deformed region (colored red in the snapshot) approximately corresponds to the shear banding region depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
In order to quantify the anisotropy of all the avalanche events, we introduce a planar spatial correlation function, C xy , C yz , and
n )) at an avalanche event as described below. In this study, C αβ is introduced as a two-body correlation function that can be given as follows (its correlation is limited to a plane parallel to the αβ plane):
where (α, β, γ) are the cyclic permutations of (x, y, z), r αβ is the distance between two points on the αβ plane, and δD(
The bracket k refers to the average of any one body scalar quantity A(r k ) over all the atoms: A(r k ) k = N k=1 A(r k )/N, where N is the total number of atoms in a system. The bracket αβ i j is the average of any two-body scalar quantity B(r i , r j ) over specific particle pairs such that the distance between two atoms on the αβ plane, 2 , is in the range r αβ ∼ r αβ + ∆r and the distance along the γ axis, |γ i − γ j |, is less than ∆γ. We used a ∆r value of 0.01 nm and selected a sufficiently small width of 0.8 nm for ∆γ. By employing a window function, the planar average αβ i j is explicitly described as
where w r and w αβ are the rectangular window functions that can be given as follows:
and the bracket i j is the average overall particle pairs: the αβ plane corresponding to the average linear size of one avalanche area projected onto the αβ plane in the following manner:
These spatial correlation functions characterize the extent of an avalanche without a threshold value for D 2 min . That is, the functions, especially correlation lengths r xy , r yz , and r zx evaluate how far one avalanche spread parallel to xy, yz, and zx planar directions, respectively. The ratio of these correlation lengths provides information regarding the geometry of one avalanche (or the aspect ratio of the avalanche shape). It should be noted that the spatial correlations introduced in this study are applied to individual avalanche events, while similar spatial correlations employed in previous studies were applied to the accumulation of some avalanches events 36, 37 . The planar spatial correlation functions for several typical avalanches are shown in Fig. 4 , where the correlation functions C xy (r xy ), C yz (r yz ), and C zx (r zx ) are colored red, black, and green, respectively. The correlation functions depicted in Fig. 4(a) are for the event atγt = 0.0765 in the asquenched model; the corresponding snapshot is shown in Fig.3(a) . All the correlation functions in the figure decay following the exponential function C αβ (r αβ ) ∝ exp[−r αβ /r], and show the same characteristic length,r ≃ 0.5 nm, which is consistent with the average correlation lengths of the event: r xy = 0.679, r yz = 0.725, and r zx = 0.627 nm. The small differences betweenr and r αβ are attributed to the excluded volume effect of atoms that results in a lack of the correlation in the regime 0 ≤ r αβ 0.2 nm. The result clearly indicates that the avalanche region for this event is almost isotropic, consistent with the direct observation of the event [ Fig.3(a) ]. The correlation functions with larger characteristic lengths, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , correspond to a larger avalanche event atγt = 0.0960 in the as-quenched model, where the corresponding snapshot is shown Fig.3(b) . The correlation functions show different cut-offs, but all curves decay exponentially and the correlation lengths are similar: r xy = 0.886, r yz = 1.204, and r zx = 0.891 nm. Thus, the avalanche propagation for this event is also isotropic, in spite of its large size and non-spherical shape.
In contrast with the isotropic avalanches in the as-quenched model, the well-aged model exhibits an anisotropic behavior. The spatial correlation functions of an avalanche aṫ γt = 0.0988 in the well-aged model [ Fig. 4(c)] shows that C yz only shows a small decrease with increasing r yz (actually it follows algebraic decay), whereas C xy and C zx decay exponentially. As a result, the correlation length parallel to the yz plane is about twice larger than that to the xy and xz planes: r xy , r yz , and r zx are 1.052, 1.917, and 0.978 nm, respectively. This anisotropy in the estimated correlation lengths of the avalanche is consistent with the snapshot depicted in Fig. 3(c) . These results verify that spatial correlation functions and correlation lengths can be used to characterize the geometric features of one avalanche event.
V. SPATIOTEMPORAL FEATURES OF ANISOTROPIC AVALANCHES
In this section, we compare overall trends in avalanche geometry in the as-quenched and well-aged models by estimating the aspect ratio of all avalanche geometries. Figure 5 shows the correlation lengths, r xy , r yz , and r xy , calculated from all avalanche events as a function of another correlation length. The data shown in Figs. 5(b) and (d) deviate from the linear relation (indicated by the diagonal line) to upper left region of the graphs (as indicated by the dashed boxes). This deviation indicates that avalanches in the well-aged model tend to evolve parallel to the xy or yz planar directions rather than the xz direction. These xy and yz directions correspond to the observed shear banding [ Fig. 1(b) ]. In this discussion, we will focus on r xy and r yz , the correlation lengths parallel to these two preferable directions. Figures 5(e) and (f) show r yz values for obtained in the as-quenched and well-aged models as a function of r xy . The data for the well-aged model spread further away from the diagonal line compared to those of the asquenched model at higher correlation lengths indicated by the dashed boxes. These data indicate that the avalanches in the well-aged model tend to evolve parallel to the two directions, while avalanche evolution in the as-quenched model is almost isotropic. Hence, structural relaxation by thermal annealing in metallic glasses can enhance both the localization of plastic deformations and anisotropy of the elemental avalanche propagations.
This anisotropy seems to depend on the size of the avalanche event. In Figs. 5(b), (d) , and (f), the plots significantly deviate from the diagonal trend line for larger correlation lengths r αβ 1 nm. Hence, anisotropy is mainly observed in avalanche events with large deformation area (as discussed further in Sec. VI).
In addition to the spatial correlations, we also investigate the temporal clustering of the avalanche anisotropy. Figure 6 shows the aspect ratio of the geometry of each avalanche event in the form of the ratio of correlation lengths R = r xy / r yz , as a function of time (strain). An R value of one for an avalanche signifies isotropic behavior, while R > 1 and R < 1 indicate that the anisotropic avalanche propagations are biased toward the xy and yz planar directions, respectively. Note that in this figure, the aspect ratio is plotted on a logarithmic scale in order to show the two directions equivalently.
Figure 6(a) shows that R of the as-quenched model is evenly spread around unity, indicating quite isotropic behavior; this is consistent with the results shown in Figs 5(a) , (c), and (e). In contrast, the aspect ratio of the well-aged model shown in Fig. 6 (b) tends to be higher than unity in the primary stage (enclosed by the dashed line), while in the secondary stage the R values tend to be lower than unity from aroundγt = 0.32 (enclosed by a dashed-dotted line). This indicates that the preferred direction of avalanche propagation in the wellaged model switched from the yz to xy direction at aroundγt = 0.32; the direction of avalanche propagation is not determined at random but clustered over time. 
VI. CORRELATION BETWEEN ANISOTROPY AND SIZE OF AN AVALANCHE
The relationship between the magnitude and anisotropy of an avalanche event is investigated. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the aspect ratio R and stress drop ∆σ corresponding to the magnitude of each elemental avalanche event, where only the region of interest of ∆σ ≥ 10
GPa is shown. It can be seen that ∆σ has a wide range of magnitudes. The plots of the as-quenched model [ Fig. 7(a) ] show no significant correlation between ∆σ and R, while there is a clear correlation in the regime ∆σ > 10
GPa for the well-aged model as shown by the bifurcated plots spreading along the diagonal lines in Fig. 7(b) . This means that larger avalanche events result in stronger anisotropy of the deformation region. This trend is consistent with anisotropic avalanches being mainly observed for large deformation regions, as discussed in Sec. V [see also Fig. 5(b), (d), and (f) ]. Thus, an elemental deformation avalanche in well-aged metallic glasses has a tendency to propagate in large and anisotropic.
The observation that larger avalanches show stronger anisotropy provides interesting insights. An avalanche of plastic deformation of metallic glasses develops mainly via propagation of the local atomistic rearrangements from a small starting region. Thus, small avalanches can be considered as the propagation of atomic rearrangements with their development halted at an early stage, in contrast, the development of large avalanches does not stop until in a later stage. Hence, we can consider that a small isotropic avalanche will develop anisotropically along a favored direction from a certain point in time rather than a small anisotropic avalanche increases in size with no change in its aspect ratio. In other words, the propagation of a deformation avalanche in metallic glasses may bifurcate during the avalanche growth.
VII. SIZE DEPENDENCE OF AVALANCHE ANISOTROPY
Although the avalanches in the well-aged model tend to develop in anisotropic, the aspect ratios of these anisotropic avalanches are small; the observed R values were in the range of 0.5 -2 as shown in Fig. 6(b) . These small values are due to the finite size effect. That is, the integration range for calculating r αβ is limited to half of the length of the simulation cell defined by the periodic boundary condition. This also explains why r yz was only < 2 nm even when C yz decayed algebraically [ Fig. 5(c) ]. In the present simulations, we used a periodic cell with sides of ∼ 9.5 nm; therefore the correlation length r αβ can be only 2 nm at a maximum, even in the case that C αβ does not decay at all since the maximum integration range is about 4 nm. Thus, MD simulations with larger systems are expected to result in enhanced anisotropic behavior.
To confirm this, we calculated the aspect ratios for an additional MD simulation employing a larger well-aged model consisting of 400000 atoms as shown in Fig. 8(a) . We can see that the avalanches of the larger well-aged model have stronger anisotropy than that of the smaller model; R is close to 1/3 during the entire period although switching of the preferred avalanche direction is not observed. In this case, anisotropic avalanches only developed parallel to xy plane [ Fig. 8(c) ]. This directionality would be dependent on the initial configuration of well-aged glasses.
The correlation between the magnitude and anisotropy of an avalanche event as mentioned in Sec.VI is also confirmed by the results of the larger well-aged model, where the resultant scatter plot is shown in Fig. 8(b) . This correlation is more clearly observed for the larger well-aged model compared to the smaller one. Hence, the expectation that stronger anisotropic avalanches will emerges in a larger system is verified.
VIII. DISCUSSION
The main result of this study is that the well-aged (well-relaxed) glasses produced larger and more anisotropic avalanches than the as-quenched (less-relaxed) glasses. In particular, the fact that the maximum size of stress drops in the well-aged model was about ten times larger than that of the as-quenched model is significant [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The avalanche motion of deformation in amorphous solids can be interpreted as the chain-reaction of local shear transformation. Atoms in a local small area (which could be considered as a shear transformation zone 19, 20 ) can rearrange to release external shear stress. This rearrangement, i.e., shear transformation of the local atomic configuration, causes stress concentration around the area as described by the Eshelby inclusion theory and can induce other local rearrangements through the stress concentration. Chain reaction of this shear transformation results in a shear transformation avalanche. This picture suggests that massive avalanches in the well-aged glass model can be interpretated as a difficulity of the chain-reaction of local shear transformation in metallic glasses as mentioned in Sec. VI.
It can be considered that the main factor dominating this chain reaction is the atomistic free volume. In the asquenched metallic glasses, free volumes introduced into the atomistic structures by quenching from the liquid states could absorb and prevent a chain reaction of local shear transformation. Thus, the as-quenched glass shows only relatively small avalanches. On the contrary, the well-aged glass, whose atomistic free volumes were removed during structural relaxation by thermal annealing, lacks adequate space to absorb the chain-reaction of the shear transformations, resulting in larger avalanches. This free volume affected by thermal annealing would be the reason why deformation avalanches are massive in the well-aged glasses.
The free volumes might also affect the anisotropy of the avalanche geometry. Propagation of the shear transformations mainly occurrs along the external shear direction because the stress concentration induces another local shear transformation along the external direction and the propagation along other directions is energetically unfavorable 38 . However, one can expect that large free volumes in the as-quenched glasses allow the surrounding regions to transform along different directions from that of the external shear because excess free volumes can provide additional space for surrounding atoms to move and rearrange independent of the external shear direction. This picture may explain the manner in which the as-quenched glass model did not show large nor anisotropic avalanches. From this aspect, the term "anisotropy" used in this study refers to avalanche propagation that is dependent on the external loading directions. Note that this behavior can be confirmed even in the as-quenched model weak but visible as observed in Fig. 5(a) . Thus, the anisotropy discussed in this study should be considered to be a relative property depending on the extent of structural relaxation.
This kind of picture that free volumes in metallic glasses would prevent or enhance plastic deformations extending massive and anisotropic has been shared in materials science field indefinitely. Our numerical results support this expectation indirectly. We should pay attention to the fact, however, that the plastic deformation of the as-quenched glass still follows the avalanche statistics as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This reminds us that the avalanche plasticity is a robust and universal feature of amorphous plasticity.
The temporal clustering behavior of the avalanche directions in the well-aged model (discussed in Sec. V), is also significant for metallic glass plasticity as it may indicate weakening by plastic deformation. The region, at which a previous avalanche occured can be weakened, facilitates subsequent avalanches in the same region and direction. This temporal clustering behavior implies that avalanche plasticity in amorphous solids has the memory of a area that is weakened by previous avalanches.
By considering the observations of this study, we propose a picture for the nucleation of shear banding in metallic glasses. Shear banding is considered to be an accumulation of a number of microscopic plastic deformations. However, the banding pattern of the well-aged model seems to be dominanted by a few massive avalanche events that depicted anisotropic (strip-shaped) geometry as can be seen in Fig. 3(c) . Therefore, shear banding in metallic glasses may comprise only a few large anisotropic avalanches rather than many small and isotropic elemental deformations. This hypothesis can be proved by evaluating the relation between the anisotropy of avalanche propagations and the spatial correlation of avalanche nucleation points. Similar discussion has been reported in a recent numerical study; the directional propagation of system-spanning large avalanches that occur under an extremely slow compression condition forms shear banding 39 . This shear localization under the extremely slow strain rate may be equated with the shear banding observed in our well-aged glass model in terms of the time scale of structural relaxation.
Elucidation of the influence of internal atomistic structure, such as free volume, local lattice structures, or middle range orders within glasses, on the emergence of anisotropic avalanches is expected to clarify the shear band nucleation mechanism and the subsequent mechanical properties of amorphous solids, especially the brittle fracture of metallic glasses.
IX. CONCLUSION
Using three-dimensional molecular dynamics simulations of shear deformation in Cu-Zr metallic glass models, we compared the avalanche plasticity of a well-relaxed metallic glass model (well-aged model) with localized deformation produced by thermal annealing and a less-relaxed glass model (as-quenched model) that did not undergo structural relaxation by annealing and shows homogeneous deformation. We focused on analyzing the geometrical feature of elemental shear deformations (elemental shear transformation avalanches).
The simulations showed that the statistics of stress drops, durations, and waiting times of elemental deformation events follows power-law distributions for both models. The asquenched model showed a homogeneous deformation pattern, while a heterogeneous pattern similar to a shear band was observed for the well-aged model. We quantified the geometrical features of elemental shear transformation avalanches by introducing a planar spatial correlation function of the non-affine least square displacements of all atoms in each avalanche event. The spatial correlations and their characteristic lengths parallel to the xy, yz, and zx planes revealed that deformation regions caused by each avalanche event in the well-aged glass tend to be anisotropic, whereas those in the as-quenched glass are generally isotropic. The direction of anisotropic avalanche propagation in the well-aged glass was not random but showed temporal clustering. Moreover, we demonstrated that the well-aged glass has a significant correlation between the anisotropy and avalanche magnitude. The observed differences between the two glass models might be attributed to differences in the atomic free volume, which can be removed by thermal structural relaxation.
